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London Borough of Enfield has published two sets of plans as options 

for Enfield Town. These are: 

Option 1, which has one way buses and two way cycles along Church 

Street) and 

Option 6A, which has two way buses and two way cycles on Church 

Street and also sees London Road become two way between Cecil 

Road and The Town. 

Both options propose making Cecil Road two way and diverting all 

through traffic except cycles, buses, delivery vehicles and taxis off 

Church Street and onto Cecil Road.

Introduction

This guide has been produced on behalf of local residents and business owners to help you understand 

the changes outlined in the Cycle Enfield proposals for Enfield Town and any issues you may wish to raise 

with Cycle Enfield in your consultation submission.

A map of Option 4 which would not have had such a detrimental impact on Enfield Town – but which 

Transport for London rejected - is shown as an Appendix.



What Enfield Council says about Option 1

1. Two-way cycle path provides a safe and 

attractive facility for local journeys, clearly 

separated from the bus lane on one side, and the 

pavement on the other.

2. Significantly reduced traffic with only buses and loading 

vehicles, with a 20 mph speed limit, to reinforce the 

message that this is a people friendly street.

3. Wide implied crossing will enable pedestrians to cross 

the road and the cycle lane without the need for traffic 

lights, signs and road markings.

4. Enhanced connectivity between the shopping centre and 

the Market Square. The market is accessible to traders and 

their vehicles.

5. Enhanced public spaces with new trees, seating and 

other amenities will help to make the town centre a more 

appealing place to visit.

6. General decluttering will improve the look and feel of the 

high street.

7. Loading retained on The Town.



What Enfield Council says about Option 6A

2. Central cycle path enables people to cycle down a 

busy shopping street whilst keeping the pavements 

clear for pedestrians while also providing a crossing 

refuge for pedestrians. 

3. Wide implied crossing will enable pedestrians to 

cross the road and the cycle lane without the need for 

traffic lights, signs and road markings.

4. Enhanced connectivity between the shopping 

seating and other amenities will help to make the town 

centre more appealing place to visit. 

5. General decluttering will improve the look and feel of 

the high street.

6. Loading retained on The Town.
1. Significantly reduced traffic with only buses and loading 

vehicles, with a 20 mph speed limit, to reinforce the message 

that this is a people friendly street.



Some general points

As in the A105 (Green Lanes) plans, the Enfield Town plans showing the proposed changes are poorly marked, 

difficult to interpret and are inaccurate. 

For example, there are some sections that presumably are meant to be cycle lanes but are shown in the wrong 

colour. Existing features are missing from the plans, such as the signalised crossing on Sydney Road. 

Many of the current traffic light controlled crossings are replaced by ‘enhanced public realm’ areas (coloured 

beige on the maps). These are shared space crossings, and, while there is the expectation that traffic will give way to 

pedestrians, they would not provide the level of protection that is provided by signalised crossings or zebra crossings. 

Elsewhere traffic light controlled crossings for pedestrians have been removed and replaced with Zebra or 

uncontrolled crossings (coloured blue on the plans). Again, these provide a lower level of protection for pedestrians. 

Specific issues that we have identified for each of the options are set out in the following pages.

Note that there are also discrepancies between the online version of the maps and the large format versions that 

Enfield was providing (labelled September 2015). The online version of Option 6A shows loading bays located on the 

corner of Genotin Road. These are not shown on the Council’s printed version.

In addition, the large format print copies give no details of the loss of parking spaces, the numbers of loading bays 

and the changes proposed to disabled parking provision.

If you are aware of any people who have requested large format print copies, can you please make them aware of 

these differences.



Summary of changes

Church Street & Cecil Road

•Option 1 & Option 6A :  All through traffic to be removed from Church Street, diverted onto Cecil Road; Cecil Road 

to become two way. Three bus stops on Church Street to be reduced to two.

•Option 1: Church Street to have single segregated lane for eastbound buses, with two cycle lanes both located to 

the south side of Church Street; bus services will be severely impacted: when one bus stops, they will all stop (and 

there are 50 an hour at peak period)

•Option 6A: Church Street to have two segregated lanes for eastbound and westbound buses, with the cycle lanes 

located in the middle of Church Street; bus services will be severely impacted: when one bus stops, they will all stop.

Sarnesfield Road

•Option 1 & Option 6A: Sarnesfield Road becomes two way with access from Cecil Rd (as far as the entrance to the 

multi-storey car park) and one-way access from Church Street to the car park.

London Road 

•Option 1: London Road remains one way; Genotin Road remains one way. A cycle lane to be introduced on both 

sides of London Road. 

•Option 6A: London Road becomes two way; Genotin Road appears to have a cycle lane introduced (indicated by 

presence of a bus boarder).



Summary of changes: crossings, loading & parking

Crossings

Options 1 & 6A: Traffic light controlled pedestrian crossings on Church Street replaced by ‘shared space’

Loading bays

•Option 1: Loading bays retained on Church Street and London Road but number of spaces would be reduced: from 

11 to 10 on Church St, 8 spaces retained on The Town, and reduced from 6 to 5 on London Road

•Option 6A: Loading bays on Church Street removed; replaced by 6 spaces on Sarnesfield Road and Little Park 

Gardens; 8 loading spaces increased to 10 at The Town; 6 loading bays removed from London Road and reduced to 

4 on Genotin Road.

Parking 

•Option 1: Car Parking spaces reduced from 14 to 5 on Church Street west; disabled parking reduced from 1 to 0 on 

The Town

•Option 6A: Car parking spaces reduced from 14 to 0 on Church St; disabled parking reduced from 1 to 0 on The 

Town
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Option 1



Section 1: Church Street 
(from junction with Windmill Hill to Sarnesfield Road)

In the Option 1 plans, on Church Street the council 

proposes removing the staggered pedestrian crossing that 

currently allows pedestrians to cross between Gentleman’s 

Row/the Registry Office/Trinity Church, the Green Fox 

garage on the west side of Cecil Road and the Library 

Green via the central pedestrian island (‘refuge’).  

These crossings are replaced by a single traffic light 

controlled crossing further down on Cecil Road. There 

would therefore be no provision for pedestrians to cross 

Church Street safely towards Trinity Church, the Registry 

Office and Gentleman’s Row until the junction with Old 

Park Avenue/Chase Side/Windmill Hill. 

Note that Option 6A, in contrast to Option 1, retains a 

crossing on Church St by the Green Fox Garage AND on 

Little Park Gardens. It is unclear if these differences 

between options are intentional or an error. There does not 

appear to be any traffic management rationale for having 

different crossing arrangements here.

Option 1



Section 1: Sarnesfield Road (runs between Church St to Cecil Road 

Sarnesfield Road runs from Church Street to Cecil 

Road. It is currently one-way and provides access to 

the small parking area for the library, the Palace 

Gardens goods yards and the Palace Gardens multi 

storey car park. It is therefore heavily used, especially 

at peak shopping times. 

Under Option 1, Sarnesfield Road would become two 

way between Cecil Road and the library. Traffic would

be able to turn onto Sarnesfield Road from Cecil Road 

and then turn right to access the Palace Gardens multi-

story car park. Vehicles would also be able to turn right 

onto Sarnesfield Road from Church Street. 

Traffic turning right into Sarnesfield Road from Cecil 

Road will significantly impede traffic flow on Cecil Road. 

The amount of traffic turning right will be heavy 

because Sarnesfield Road provides access/egress to 

the multi story car park.

Option 1



Section 2: Church Street between Sarnesfield Road and The Town

Under Option 1 all buses will be held in single file, segregated by raised rubber ‘armadillos’. With this arrangement it will be impossible for 

buses to overtake each other, impacting on bus journey times and delays to bus passengers.

The two traffic light-controlled crossings on Church Street would both be replaced by informal crossings (‘shared space’) marked by 

raised sections of the road. These give no protection for pedestrians, and pose a particular hazard for people with visual impairments. 

Loading bays are provided at each end of Church Street/The Town. While access to the market is retained for stallholders, there is no 

indication where stallholders will be able to park to unload/load – they cannot stop on the bus lane and there is no other parking evident on 

the map. Will they be expected to share the loading bays with shops? 

Under these proposals the stop lines for cars at the traffic lights would be positioned far back from the actual traffic lights. Having the stop 

line positioned so far back will result in reduction of capacity of the junction, hence leading to increased delays to buses on Church St and all 

traffic on the two other streets meeting at this junction: London Road and Silver Street.

Option 1

Church Street is currently one way, with traffic travelling 

from west to east.  

Under Option 1 through traffic (other than cycles, buses 

and taxis, and vehicles making deliveries) will be banned 

from Church Street. 

The number of bus stops would be reduced from three 

to two, leading to significant overcrowding on the 

pavement around these stops.



Sections 3 & 4: London Road from the Dugdale Centre to The Town 
(from junction with Genotin & Cecil Roads to the junction with Silver St 
& Southbury Road); and junction of Southbury Road/Genotin Road

Under Option 1 London Road remains one way for traffic but has two way cycle 

lanes. The current traffic light controlled pedestrian crossing on London Road 

(near to Genotin Terrace) appears to be retained. Loading bays are provided on 

the west side of London Road.

Under the Option 1 proposals the bus stop currently located outside the 

Catholic church on London Road will move a block further up the road to outside 

the 99p shop. While this is more convenient for shoppers, it is less so for 

residents in Essex, Uvedale, and Walsingham Roads, Park Crescent, Whitethorn 

Gardens and Tiptree Drive. 

At the new bus stop buses will stop on the main carriageway and passengers 

will have to cross from the bus to the pavement using a ‘bus boarder’, a raised 

section of the cycle lane. This busy location will see passengers particularly at 

risk of being brought into conflict with cyclists. 

The traffic lights at the junction of London Road, Cecil Road and Genotin Road 

will change from two to three phases, with an inevitable impact on wait times and 

on capacity, leading to more congestion. 

A speed table is shown at the Southbury Road and Genotin Road junction 

outside Enfield Town station. These tables cause problems for buses and 

ambulances. As speeds are already very slow at this junction it is difficult to see 

why it is considered necessary to introduce this feature.

Option 1



Section 5: Cecil Road

The ‘banana island’, introduced to minimise accidents and collisions with houses – and serving as an important barrier should any young 

children run out of the park gates - is to be removed. 

Lorries waiting to turn into (or indeed, actually turning into) the Palace Gardens and Palace Exchange goods yards will hold up all traffic on 

Cecil Road in both directions. Cars waiting to turn right from Cecil Road into Sarnesfield Road will hold up east-bound traffic. The same will 

be true of lorries and cars exiting the car park and wanting to turn right onto Cecil Road.

A new traffic light-controlled pedestrian crossing is proposed outside the Baptist Church. While this will benefit pedestrians it will add 

further to congestion and stationary traffic in Cecil Road.

There is no indication of what is to happen to the traffic light controlled pedestrian crossing across Sydney Road at the junction with Cecil 

Road. Although this is an important crossing point for shoppers and residents it is not marked on the plan. 

Option 1

Cecil Road has been one-way since the early 1970s, 

after a comprehensive review concluded that traffic 

volumes were already too high to safely continue with 

two way traffic and noted that Enfield Town was 

frequently at a standstill. 

Under both the options Cecil Road will become two 

way, with potentially an additional 10,500 vehicles a 

day passing through this conservation area.

Off-peak parking is allowed on the single yellow lines 

along Cecil Road – this would end under Option 1.



Sydney Road, Essex Road and Raleigh Road 
(not fully indicated on map)

The situation regarding these three roads has changed significantly since 

the option maps were drawn up. The current intention (assuming the Council 

has not changed its mind since the Dugdale Centre exhibition in September) 

is as follows:

• Make exit from Sydney Road onto Essex Road right turn only. 

• Reverse direction of traffic flow on Raleigh Road so it runs from Essex Road 

to Cecil Road.

• Make Essex Road two way with entry from London Road and close it just 

after Tower Point and Tiptree Drive to prevent rat-running.

As a result of these changes, all traffic that used to turn left onto Essex 

Road and then exit onto London Road will now be routed along Essex Road 

and onto Raleigh Road and will exit onto Cecil Road. Because Cecil Road is 

likely to be frequently at a standstill, this is likely to mean long tailbacks along 

Raleigh Road. 

In addition, traffic waiting to turn right into Sydney Road will hold up 

eastbound traffic along Cecil Road, further adding to congestion.
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Option 6A



Section 1: Junction of Church Street, Little Park Gardens and Cecil Road 

at Trinity Church/Gentleman’s Row

At present, there are zebra crossings to the central pedestrian 

refuge from Cecil Road (outside Green Fox Garage), from the 

Library Green and from Gentleman’s Row/Trinity Church/the 

Registry Office. 

Under Option 6A the zebra crossings will be removed and 

replaced with signal-controlled road crossings across Cecil Road, 

Church Street and Little Park Gardens. While this ensures 

pedestrian safety it will mean that pedestrians will probably have to 

wait longer to cross these roads.

Option 6A



Section 2: Church Street from the Library Green to The Town

In Option 6A, Church Street will have two way 

buses, with buses in both directions held in single 

file, segregated by raised rubber ‘armadillos’. It will be 

impossible for buses to overtake, impacting on bus 

journey times and delays to bus passengers.  The 

cycle lanes would run down the middle of the road, 

between the bus lanes.

In this option the eastbound bus stops are again reduced from three to two but are now relocated to each side of Burleigh Way.  This will 

lead to extreme overcrowding on the pavement in this part of Church Street. Note that the junction of Church Street and Sarnesfield 

Road becomes traffic light-controlled in this option.

Loading bays are retained at the east end of Church Street as in Option 1; however there is no provision for loading/deliveries on Church St

between the two arms of Little Park Gardens in this option. Instead, the loading bays are now less conveniently situated on Sarnesfield 

Road and there are fewer spaces.

Loading bays are retained at the east end of The Town and are also provided on the south side of The Town. However, delivery vehicles 

approaching Enfield Town from the north (ie from Silver Street) would not be able to turn right onto The Town to access these bays. In 

addition, the current ‘build out’ of the pavement to prevent left turns from London Rd onto The Town suggests that vehicles approaching from 

the south would also not be able to access them. It would appear that vehicles would only be able to access these loading bays by 

travelling straight across from Southbury Road, leading to further congestion. 

Note that as there are also plans to route cycle lanes along the already congested Southbury Road and re-engineer the junctions of 

the Great Cambridge Road with Southbury Road this will lead to further congestion on these approach roads.

Option 6A



Section 3: London Road

Under the Option 6a plans London Road also becomes two way 

for traffic as well as having two way cycle lanes. 

The current traffic light controlled pedestrian crossing on 

London Road is not shown and it must be assumed that either the 

Council’s consulting engineers plan to remove it or they have 

overlooked it. 

Given it is shown on Option 1 it is most likely that under Option 

6A the plan is to remove it, probably in order to accommodate the 

new bus stop (although note that this is not the case with Option 

1, which also involves re-location of the bus stop).



Section 4: Genotin Road 

Option 6A sees a cycle lane introduced along Genotin Road. 

Buses will be required to stop in the main carriageway. This means 

that there can be no overtaking of buses at the bus stop on this very 

busy road, leading to more congestion, stationary traffic and air pollution. 

Passengers will have to enter and leave buses via a bus boarder 

crossing the cycle lane. 

In contrast to Option 1 in Option 6A there are no loading bays 

provided on London Road. Instead the loading bays are now located on 

the bend on Genotin Road at a section where there is no rear access to 

shops. Goods would therefore need to be carried along the pavement to 

those shops on London Road that do not have rear access.

As with Option 1, under Option 6A the junction of Genotin Road, 

London Road and Cecil Road will change from two phase to three 

phase. This will inevitably lead to lowered capacity and longer wait times 

(and hence worsened congestion and air pollution). 

Note that on large format hard copies of these plans labelled 

‘September 2015’ the loading bays on Genotin Road are not shown.



Section 5: Cecil Road

Cecil Road has been one-way since the early 1970s, 

after a comprehensive review concluded that traffic 

volumes were already too high to safely continue with two 

way traffic and noted that Enfield Town was frequently at 

a standstill. 

Under Option 6A as with Option 1, Cecil Road will 

become two way again, with potentially an additional 

10,500 vehicles a day passing through this conservation 

area.

Off-peak parking is allowed on the single yellow lines 

along Cecil Road – this would end under Option 6A.

As with Option 1 the ‘banana island’, introduced to minimise accidents and collisions with houses – and serving as an important barrier 

should any young children run out of the park gates - is to be removed. 

All the same issues apply in this option as were identified in Option 1 regarding traffic being held up on Cecil Road by lorries turning 

right from Cecil Road into the Palace Gardens and Palace Exchange goods yards and by cars waiting to turn right from Cecil Road into 

Sarnesfield Road. Again, as for Option 1, a new traffic light-controlled pedestrian crossing is proposed outside the Baptist Church which, 

while it will benefit pedestrians, will add further to congestion and stationary traffic in Cecil Road.

As with Option 1, on Option 6a the traffic light controlled crossing on Sydney Road near the junction with Cecil Road is not indicated.

As with Option 1 the intention is to make Sydney Road right turn only into Essex Road, reverse the flow on Raleigh Road and make 

Essex Road accessible only from London Road, with Essex Road being closed after Tower Point/Tiptree Drive to prevent rat running into 
Essex and Raleigh Roads. Traffic waiting to turn right onto Sydney Road will further increase congestion on Cecil Road. 



Have Your Say

After reading this guide, please go to the Cycle Enfield website and participate in the consultation 

as to whether you think this scheme should proceed

Read the key points set out by Enfield Council relating to each section 
of the proposed route: be aware of the wording – is it really telling 
you what is being proposed?

If you believe – as we do – that these plans will kill shops in Church 
Street and destroy quality of life for residents in Cecil Road, please 
make sure you click on BOTH the ‘No I do not support option 1’ AND 
‘No I do not support option 6a’ buttons.

If like us you also believe that option 4 should be put back on the 
table because this is the option that has the support of residents, 
shops and community groups, please make sure you say this too.

Thank you -
The Save Our Enfield Town Campaign Group

http://cycleenfield.co.uk/have-your-say/enfield-town-road-scheme-consultation/

The consultation closes on December 18th

http://cycleenfield.co.uk/have-your-say/enfield-town-road-scheme-consultation/


Appendix: Option 4 which was rejected by TfL



CONTACT US

To find out more about Save Our Enfield Town go to

Website: www.saveourenfieldtown.co.uk

Email: saveenfieldtown@gmail.com

Phone: 07340 25 37 22

Care has been taken to ensure that this guide is an accurate interpretation of the Cycle Enfield proposals. 

Please contact us if you uncover any inaccuracies.

http://www.saveourenfieldtown.co.uk/
mailto:saveenfieldtown@gmail.com

